S a n~p r o t o c o l . c c e . u s .~e t .~ Abstract-In the context ofrrniformfilter bank, width of the hand depends zipon the order ofrhe subband decomposition. Howewr,fir non-iiiiifonnfilter bank there en-ist irtJinite possibilities wen when tire order is fixed. These inj5lfinite possibilifies can be bmirgla down to a certain niimber by using free structrrred non-uniyorm decomposition of the spectrum, with a giwn pair of lowpass and high passfilter. We address tlzrpmblem offinding the decomposition fkat gives mainrum coding gain. This question is extended io two dimensional signal l i b image.
INTRODUCTION
A broad class of digital signal compression techniques exploit the linear dependency in the input signals in order bo achieve compression. This subclass of algorithms treats the input waveform as afull bandsignal and signal spectrum is Battened by linear prediction.
We can t.hink of a better performance when we deal with the signal by dividing its frequency spectrum into M parts and treat each part, separately i.e subband coding.
If frequency spectrum of the signal is divided into M hands, fif is called the order of the subband decomposition. Length of these hands can be uniform or nonuniform.
In case of tree structure decomposition, only a pair of low and high pass filters are used repeatedly to achieve s u b hand decomposit,ion of a given order. One possible way to have t,hree channel decomposition is given in figure(1) It is obvious that band length is not same in this case: so it is a non-uniform filter hank, and coding gain expression will be given by equation (1) 
This idea can be extended to two dimensional filter bank using separable filters The subband coder structure in two dimensional case is, therefore, similar to one dimensional case. By using the uniform separable filters for the tree structured decomposition of the two dimensional signal, the coding gain expression can directly extended t,o equation (3) Where mlk and msk are the decimation factors in the horizental and vertical directions.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In the uniform filter bank, width of the band depends upon the order of the subband decomposition. But when we talk about non-uniform filter bank there exist infinite possibilities even when order is fixed. These infinit,e possibilities can be brought down to a certain nnmber: when we use tree structure decomposition to obtain nonuniform decomposition of the bands, with a given .pair of low pass and high pass filter. Among t,hese possibility which t,ype of decomposition will give the maximum coding gain? An example of the block diagram of two dimensional subband decomposition using separahlc filters is given as shown in figure(? by tree strnct,ure decomposition, so t,otal number of possibilities for four hand decomposition will be fixed and it can be shown in that assuming separability total number of possibility will be given by J V !~~, where N + 1 stands for order of subhand decompositioii ( N stands for no. of cuts). It, is obvious that n-level wavelet type standard decomposition will among one of the possibility and can he shown that is not. always the optimum one: Since it is very difficult to find out opt,imum solution exhaustively as number of posibility will he very large for large value of N . So we are proposing an alternative way by providing an heuristic algorithm to find out maximum coding gain.
RELATED WORK
Natural signals like image are not stationary. Therefore, for efficient compression one needs to segment it in the time domain to approximately locally stationary pieces. Thus, for image decomposition, one can segment it in the time domain, or decompose in the frequency domain or both 131. Some tinie or/and frequency domain decomposition methods are briefed below.
Pruning: This may he either in time domain or in f r e quency domain. First, a complete (hinary) tree structure upto the smallest decomposition.is huik up. A t every stage, two leaves are pruned These two leaves are chosen such that either they have greater cost than their parent node, or pnining them reduces thecost least among all the possibilities a t a certain level. The algrithm ends when the tree structure corresponds to t.he number of desired bands. The globally optimum tree is found under certain condit,ions hy starting at the deepest, level of the tree and pruning pairs of brancheJ that have higher cost than their parent hranch at each level while working back towards the root. This is the algorithm which is used in [4] and 1. 51.
Single tree algorithm:, Another possible approach to finding the best tree in time or frequency domain is the "greedy tree growing" algorithm which starts at the ront and divides the signal/spectrum in two if it is profitable to do so (if bhe cost of the^ sub signals/subbands generated is less than the cost of the signal/band they come from). It termimtes when no more profitahle splits remain. This algorithm, however, does not find the glob ally optimum tree [4] [5].
Double tree algorithm: A shortcoming of the single tree algorithm is that it, say, selects the best frequency tiecomposition tree and retains that tree for the whole signal. If the signal is non-stationary, the algorithm will choose the h i s that works well in snmc average way for the whole signal, but can not adapt the frequency decomposition tree for different time segments of t.he signal. Another algorit,hm that attacks this problem of segmenting the signal both in the time and in The frequency domain is the double tree algorithm [C]. This algorithm first calculates the best single tree for t,he complete signal and stores the cost,. Then it finds the best single trees for the two halves segmented in the time domain and stores the cost. again it finds out the hest single trees for the signal segmented in time into quarters, and so on. These costs can he written in t,he hinary tree structure and that can be pruned by using the same single t,ree algorithm as before [7].
HEURISTIC SEARCH ALGORITHM
Our aim is t.o find out what will be the optimum decomposition of an image when order of the subband coding N is given. First of all we will 6nd out the power spectral density of the image. At each level except level one, we examine only four possibilities. Among these, one decomposition will be decided hy the cost function to decompose further and to proceed to the next level.
First of all we will.do horizontal and vertical decomposition of an image by given nearly ideal filter pair, and find correspondingpsd's of each sections of each decomposit,ion. Then find out the cost defined in the equation (4) and choose that decomposition which has more cost as that will be indication of achieving the required decomposition in which all the cells have flatness equatim (3) one or nearly one.
Let the desired number of cuts or depth be N (number of subbands is N + 1). One step of the algorithm is described now. Let the present depth be L (present number of subbands or cells = L + 1). where index j varies from 1 to 4, and
The best decomposition at level
where index L indicates the present depth, index j provides the numbering to the four possibilities, index k indicates numbering for the cell varying from 1 to L + 1, and m l l i , n z k are the decimation factors in the horizontal and vertical direction for the kth subband. 3. Choose the largest Wj among these four as the best decomposition to be considered in the next stage. which all the cells should be flat or nearly flat. In other words, no region of low energy should be masked in a cell. The algorithm starts from one cell and reaches to N cuts i.e ( N + 1 bands). At every stage the algorithm decides which cell to he cut. Since we want~to find out the non-flat regions and expose the smoother regions of low energy which are masked by the regions of high energy, intuitively it feels that a lesser flatness measure of a cell would indicate that there may b e regions of low energy which should be exposed (by a cut) to increase the coding gain. Theiefore, when the weight (cost function) defined above for a decomposition is highest at some level, it exposes the smoother regions of-low energy the most, and this decomposition is chosen for passing to the next, level. Taking the flatness to the.power the reciprocal of the product of the decimation factors will ensure that we end up with the decomposition of a low flatnes cell occupying larger area as it may mask low energy regions.
i.e we want to choose a smoother region of a larger cell.
Even at the first L = 1 stage also we will pass the decomposition which will have more weight. After getting t,he best decomposition passed to the next level, t,he question arises as to which cell we have to choose for a further cut?
Here we would like to emphasize on the point that images are generally low pass signals. Therefore, among all the cells, the cell which contains the (0,O) coefficient will possess maximum power and minimum flatness in most of the cases. So we choose that cell which contains the (0,O) coefficient. Further, we choose the cell among the rest which will have minimum flatutngs. And in both of the cells we mill have horizontal and vertical cut to obtain four decompositions to analyse further. At the final stage we will choose the decomposition of maximum coding gain, among the four.
RESULTS
In the 'In the figure(3) we can see the performance of the algi> rithm described above over the wavelet type decompo sition. The upper flat line shows the maximum coding gain that can be obtained by infinite order predictive coding, and infinite order subband decomposition. Of N from 2 to 6 cell corresponding to (0,O) component of psd, as done in wavelet, is not always optimum and we can find out better coding gain by decomposing the other cells as well. Typical wavelet type decomposition(WT) can give us modest, coding gain but that will not be necessarily optimum one. In the figure WT refers to coging gain corresponding to wavelet type decomposion, and CG is the coding gain for the given decomposition
